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ABSTRACT
A Johnson-Cook material model was implemented in a commercial finite element code to simulate a two-stand thermomechanical tandem hot rolling process of a round bar. The finite element model incorporates experimental data obtained
from Gleeble tests performed over a range of strain rates and temperatures. The critical parameters are monitored in the
cross-section during two pairs of consecutive passes with bar cross section changing from round to oval and oval to round
through each roll pair. Strain and strain rate distribution at each pass are determined for round bar. Equivalent plastic strain
and plastic strain in each direction are compared with each other. Strain histories of different region on cross section are
studied. Strain rate distribution on contact region is investigated. Results show specific distribution and history for strain and
strain rate during round bar hot rolling process.
INTRODUCTION
Hot rolling is one of the most important deformation processes in steel manufacturing. In round steel bar hot rolling process,
billets go through several roll passes with different roll gaps, roll shapes and roll speed. With specific rolling parameters, the
resulting steel product may attain expected microstructure and mechanical properties, such as increased strength and
improved ductility. Proper design of the hot rolling process is essential to continuous enhancing steel quality and
productivity. Unlike a strip hot rolling process, a round bar has a more complicated stress and strain status during hot rolling.
The steel bar is compressed from different directions at each roll pass, and the contact region is a cambered surface with nonuniform compressive force. Thus it is important to study mechanical parameters during hot rolling process.
Finite element analysis is an effective way to simulate the steel hot rolling process. Kim [1] provided a finite element
simulation on non-isothermal hot rolling analysis, showing temperature gradients during the rolling process. Duan and
Sheppard [2] proposed finite element model to simulate thermo-mechanical properties of aluminum alloy during a hot rolling
process. Ding [3] developed numerical simulation for microstructure evolution and showed temperature had a more
significant effect on recrystallization than roll speed. Mei [4] developed a finite element model to simulate strip temperature
during hot rolling and Benasciutti [5] provided a finite element model to predict product thermal stresses during hot rolling.
However, there has been very little published on simulations of round bar hot rolling and mechanical properties, which is
essential to round bar fabrication.
Various material models have been developed to describe mass flow behavior during hot rolling process and the JohnsonCook model [6] is a widely used phenomenological constitutive model which considers effects of strain hardening, strain rate
hardening and temperature softening independently. This model is simple and easily implemented. Other models, such as the
Zerilli–Armstrong model [7] is based on dislocation mechanisms, and construct different material models for BCC and FCC
structures. The Shida model [8] provides an empirical constitutive model considering effect of carbon, strain, strain rate and
temperature on plain carbon steels.
In the current work presented here, a three-dimensional nonlinear finite element model has been developed for hot rolling
process. A Johnson-Cook material model was implemented in the simulation. Two continuous pairs of rollers were developed
as being perfectly rigid and the round bar was modeled as being plastically deformable. The rolling process considered an
intial round bar that was compressed by two consecutive rolling stands with sets of rollers in perpendicular to each other.

Strain distributions on cross section were detected after each stand and a detailed study of plastic strain was performed by
plotting strain throughout the steel bar cross-section. Also, plastic strain in different directions were shown and compared.
Strain history during multi-pass rolling process was studied and strain development on specific regions was shown. Strain
rate on contact regions was also studied and specific strain rate distributions were plotted.
EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION PROCEDURES
Material model
Steel grade 15V38 (C 0.38%, Mn 1.3%, Si 0.57%, Cr 0.13%, V 0.08%, Al 0.018%) was used to develop the materials model
for this study. Specimens (15 mm length and 10 mm diameter) for compression tests were machined from continuously cast
round bar and after rough hot rolling process. To investigate the effect of temperature and strain rate on flow stress, hot
compression tests were conducted at four temperatures (1000°C, 1100°C, 1200°C and 1300°C) and five strain rates (0.01s-1,
1s-1, 5s-1, 15s-1 and 30s-1). 20 combinations of temperature and strain rate were planned for hot compression tests. Three trials
were performed for each combination. Before hot compression testing, the samples were heated up to 1300°C with a heating
rate of 260°C/min, held for 3 min and cooled to the desired test temperature. Hot compression tests were performed using
Gleeble thermo-mechanical machine [9] at selected constant temperature and constant strain rate.
Constitutive material model was needed to describe metal mass flow behavior during hot rolling process. Among constitutive
material models, Johnson-Cook model has been widely used and has successfully described material mass flow behavior
during steel hot forming process [10]. The form of Johnson-Cook model used in this study is presented in Eq. 1
𝜎 = (𝐴 + 𝐵𝜀 𝑛 )(1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀̇∗ )(1 − 𝑇 ∗𝑚 )

(1)

where 𝜎 is equivalent flow stress, 𝜀 is equivalent plastic strain, 𝜀̇∗ is dimensionless strain rate which is 𝜀̇∗ = 𝜀̇/𝜀̇0 , 𝜀̇ is strain
rate and 𝜀̇0 is reference strain rate, 𝑇 ∗ is homologous temperature which is 𝑇 ∗ = (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟 )/(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑟 ) , 𝑇𝑟 is reference
temperature and 𝑇𝑚 is metal melting temperature.
Constants, A, B, C, m and n, were calculated based on stress-strain data obtained from Gleeble hot compression tests. Twenty
stress-strain curves were acquired under four temperatures and five strain rates. Stress-strain curves under strain rate 1 s-1 are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Stress-strain curves of 15V38 under strain rate 1 s-1

A non-linear regression method was used to determine constants of Johnson-Cook model. Each set of constants was
represented by one individual X. Fitness function (Eq. 2) of the regression was to minimize the sum of square error between
experimental data and prediction of Johnson-Cook model.
𝑒𝑥𝑝

min 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑁
− 𝜎𝑖𝐽𝐶 (𝑋))2
𝑖=1(𝜎𝑖
𝑋 = [𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑛, 𝐶, 𝑚]
𝑒𝑥𝑝

(2)

where N is number of experimental data points, 𝜎𝑖 is experimental stress value at data point i, and 𝜎𝑖𝐽𝐶 (𝑋) is Johnson-Cook
model prediction based on constant set X at data point i. Constants determined for the 15V38 steel grade are shown in Table 1
and represents the Johnson-Cook material model implemented in the finite element models [11].

15V38

Table 1. Johnson-Cook constants of steel grade 15V38
A
B
C
n
75.0
127
0.124
0.248

m
1.07

Finite element model
A nonlinear three-dimensional finite element model was developed to study a round bar hot rolling process. Formulation of
three-dimensional dynamic analysis can be expressed in Eq. 3.
[𝑀𝑒 ]{∆̈𝑒 } + [𝐾 𝑒 ]{∆𝑒 } = {𝐹 𝑒 }

(3)

where [𝑀𝑒 ] and [𝐾 𝑒 ] are mass matrix and the stiffness matrix respectively. {∆𝑒 } and {∆̈𝑒 } are displacement and acceleration
respectively. {𝐹 𝑒 } is loading vector. The commercial software ABAQUS 6.10 Dynamic-Explicit solver was used to build
finite element models. An explicit central-difference method was used for time integration:
{∆̈𝑒 }(𝑖) = [𝑀𝑒 ]−1 ({𝐹 𝑒 }(𝑖) − {𝐼 𝑒 }(𝑖) )
̇𝑒

̇𝑒

{∆ }(𝑖+1/2) = {∆ }(𝑖−1/2) +
{∆𝑒 }

(𝑖+1)

=

{∆𝑒 }(𝑖)

∆𝑡𝑖+1 +∆𝑡𝑖
2

̇𝑒

(4)
̈𝑒

{∆ }(𝑖)

(5)

+ ∆𝑡(𝑖+1) {∆ }(𝑖+1/2)

(6)

where {𝐼 𝑒 }(𝑖) means internal force vector and subscript i represents increment step number. A three-dimensional isotropic
round bar model was built with a diameter of 0.235m and a length of 4m. Two consecutive pairs of rollers (stand 1 and stand
2) were modeled as 3D rigid bodies and are shown in Figure 2. First pair of roller stand 1 was designed to compress steel bar
from round to oval and second pair of roller stand 2 compressed steel bar from oval to round. Element C3D8RT was used to
mesh the round bar. Element R3D4 was used to mesh the rigid roller. Johnson-Cook material models were implemented in
finite element model. The initial temperature for round bar was 1100°C. Roller initial temperature was 150°C. Table 2
listed rolling process parameters. Specific mass flow parameters were detected during simulation process.

Figure 2. Modeling of round bar hot rolling process

Stand 1
Stand 2

Table 2. Parameter of rolling process
Roller speed (rpm)
Roll gap (mm)
5.75
33.1
7.17
26.5

Pass depth (mm)
60.3
79.4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The finite element model was verified by comparing rolling torque with experimental data of stand 1. Average rolling torque
of experimental data from Gerdau on stand 1 was 537 kN·m. Variations in rolling torque during hot deformation process

obtained from finite element simulation was depicted in Figure 3. During beginning of simulated hot rolling process, round
bar was entering stand gap. As expected there is a sharp increase of torque in simulation results as the round bar entered the
rolls. As rolling progressed, the simulated torque value stabilized to a value close to that reported for the experimentally
reported torque [12].
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Figure 3. Stand 1 torque comparison of experimentally measured and simulated results
Plastic strain
Plastic strain distribution is important in hot rolling process, since microstructural refinement by recrystallization is
dependent upon a critical strain. In addition, both pore closure and potential cracking are strongly dependent upon the
maximum strain. Plastic strain distributions attained through finite element simulation include equivalent plastic strain and
plastic strain in three different directions (see Figure 4).

b. Plastic strain in x-direction

c. Plastic strain in y-direction

a. Equivalent plastic strain

d. Plastic strain in z-direction
Figure 4. Plastic strain distributions of 15V38 steel bar after stand 1
The equivalent plastic strain describes the strain status of the material being deformed and is calculated using Eq. 7.
𝑝𝑙

where

𝑝𝑙
𝜀0

is initial equivalent plastic strain and 𝜀̇

𝑝𝑙

𝑡

𝜀𝑒𝑞 = 𝜀0 + ∫0 𝜀̇𝑝𝑙 𝑑𝑡

(7)

is equivalent strain rate. The equivalent plastic strain after roll pass 1 is

shown in Figure 4a. During stand 1, the round bar was compressed in the x-direction. Top and bottom areas in plot showed
larger equivalent plastic strain status than internal and side areas. Minimal strain was evident on the two sides. Specific
strain components of the strain tensor can also be displayed for the three normal strains. In the x-direction (Figure 4b), the
maximum compressive plastic strain was at the bar center and the plastic strain decreased continuously to the bar surface.
The smallest plastic strain in x-direction happened on the bar sides, which were not contacted by the rolls. All strains were
compressive in nature. Plastic strain in the y-direction was a mixture of tension at the bar center and compression on the
outer surfaces (see Figure 4c). Because of the large compressive deformation in the x-direction, the mass flowed towards the
outside in the y-direction. During this rolling process, the roll surface held mass in the y-direction while the central portion of
the bar flowed into the roll gap region, causing y-direction compression at the surfaces in the roll gap area. The free surfaces
in the roll gap region produced lower compressive strains in the y-direction than in the x direction. In the z-direction (Figure
4d), the steel bar was elongated parallel to the rolling direction four regions shown as red in the figure had slightly larger
plastic strain, which was caused by smaller frictional forces between the roll and the bar. Plastic strain in z-direction,
generally, had similar value around 0.33.
A more detailed study of the plastic strain distributions was conducted and the plastic strain of surface nodes on the cross
section was detected. Strain values were depicted along clockwise direction, shown in Figure 5. At angle ranges of 50°-150°
and 220°-320°, plastic strain in x-direction had large value, while there were small strain values in y-direction and zdirection. Plastic strain curve in x-direction was almost opposite comparing to that in y-direction.
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Figure 5. Plastic strain distributions along surface after stand 1
Plastic strain along horizontal diameter on cross section was also plotted (see Figure 6). From surface to internal area, plastic
strain in x-direction inceased, while plastic strain in y-direction decreased and plastic strain in z-direction maintained a
constant value.
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Figure 6. Plastic strain distribution of horizontal nodes after stand 1
Accumulated strains are shown in Figure 7 for the deformed bar after roll stand 2 and these strains represent the contributions
from both roll stands 1 and 2. The maximum equivalent plastic strain was tensile and occurred at four red regions in Figure
7a. In the x-direction, the maximum plastic strain was compressive and located in two dark blue regions (Figure 7b), which
were intermediate regions located between the bar center and the surface. Accumulated strains in the y-direction were also
compressive with four regions (blue in Figure 7c) showing maximum compressive strains. Tensile strains were observed in
the z-direction and plastic strain reached maximum value in red regions.

b. Plastic strain in x-direction

c. Plastic strain in y-direction
a. Equivalent plastic strain

d. Plastic strain in z-direction
Figure 7. Equivalent plastic strain distribution of bar after stand 2
Maximum plastic strains after each roll stand are shown in Table 3. After rolled by stand 1, steel bar achieved largest value in
x-direction, while it was in z-direction after bar rolled by stand 2. These results can be explained by considering the change in
roll orientation with each stand, which caused compression and tension on same region of the bar. At roll stand 1, the steel
bar was compressed in the x-direction, causing compression in x-direction and partial tension in y-direction. However, after
stand 2, steel bar was compressed in y-direction, causing a compressive relaxation in the x-direction and a tension relaxation
in the y-direction. The strain in the z-direction was always tension and produced accumulated plastic strain and bar
elongation.

Talbe 3. Maximum plastic strain value after each stand
Maximum plastic strain
Equivalent plastic strain
x-direction
y-direction

z-direction

Stand 1

0.6

-0.47

+0.12/-0.12

+0.37

Stand 2
(accumulated)

1.1

-0.39

-0.31

+0.57

These calculations show that strain history is important for round bar hot rolling processes. Plastic strain developments in xdirection and y-direction were detected at specific nodes and plotted in Figure 8. In the x-direction, all of these five detected
nodes were compressed after roll stand 1 at time 0-2s and shown by red lines. When the steel bar was rolled at stand 2, the
plastic strain at these same nodes were all decreased by means of added tension strain Similarly in y-direction, expect point
5, detected nodes underwent tension in stand 1 and compression in stand 2.
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Figure 8. Plastic strain development of detected nodes
Strain rate
Strain rate was also studied in the current work. During hot rolling process, strain rate varied in a large range and its value
directly affected steel mechanical property according to the Johnson Cook model. Strain rates of contact regions were
detected parallel to the rolling direction. At rolling stand 1, ten nodes were selected along contact surface of steel bar (Figure
9). There were significant variation of strain rate in x-direction and z-direction, while strain rate in y-direction was very
small. Along detected nodes, both x-direction and z-direction strain rates increased, reached maximum value of ±0.8 s-1
around node 3 and 4, and then decreased to 0.1 s-1 at node 6. Next, strain rate slightly increase and then decreased at region of
node 8, 9 and 10. When the steel bar enters the rolling gap, bar speed is increased by rollers until neutral point. After neutral
point, bar speed was deceased by roller.
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Figure 9. Strain rate distribution on contact region of stand 1
Similar situation happened at roll stand 2. Since contact region of stand 2 was shorter than that of stand 1, there were nine
nodes detected. Corresponding strain rates were plotted in Figure 11. At roll stand 2, the steel bar was compressed in ydirection and therefore the strain rate in the x-direction was small (give value). In the y-direction, the strain rate increased to
maximum value of (give value) around node 3 and then decreased to minimum value of (give value) at node 5. After that the
strain rate increased again and then reduced. A similar strain rate response as observed for the y-direction was also observed
in the z-direction.
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Figure 10. Strain rate distribution on contact region of stand 2
CONCLUSION
A three-dimensional nonlinear finite element model was developed for round bar hot rolling process. Two rolling stands were
modeled, one was a vertical compression pass and the second was a horizontal compression pass. A Johnson-Cook
constitutive material model was implemented in a finite element analysis to predict mass flow behavior. The material model
was sensitive to strain rate and temperature. Nonlinear regression method was used to determine material model constants.
Strain and strain rate were studied and the following conclusions could be drawn:
1. Plastic strain distributions after roll stand 1 had compressive strains in the x-direction and z-direction, while in the ydirection the material mainly underwent tension. The maximum strains in x-direction and y-direction were in internal regions,
while maximum strain in z-direction occurred at the surface.

2. After roll stand 2, accumulated strain distribution patterns changed significantly in both x-direction and y-direction.
Maximum equivalent plastic strain was shown in four subsurface regions, nearly ±45°/±135° from horizontal line. Strain in
the z-direction was an accumulation of tensile strains from each roll pass.
3. During the hot rolling process, material underwent both compression and tension. The alternate deformation could increase
crack generation. Especially in y-direction, variation of strain exceeded 30 percent, from tension to compression.
4. Strain rate distributions in contact region showed a two-bump curve. It showed strain rate increased to maximum value and
then decreased to a stable status. Next strain rate increased and decreased again.
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